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Cosmic Particle Accelerators
•

The space is filled with high energy (“penetrating”, MeV) particles
– Mainly protons (90%) and heavier ions
• But also electrons, positrons : 1%
– And also gamma-rays, neutrinos
• Source pointing → gamma-ray astronomy, neutrino astronomy
– Observed particles with energy up to ~1020 eV (100 Million TeV)

Cosmic particles are messengers of high energy processes
(“cosmic particle accelerators”) that have fundamental
implications on astronomy, cosmology and particle physics
•

Particle physics plays a key role in the study of these high energy astrophysics
processes
– The production, acceleration, propagation and detection of cosmic
particles are fundamentally linked to particle physics

Xin Wu
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All started with the leaking charge …
•

In 1785 Coulomb observed charge leaking out in air …

There is
“radioactivity”
in the air, but
where does
this radiation
come from?
•

Xin Wu

In 1896 Becquerel discovered radioactivity, also …

DPNC, 9/11/16

Electroscope can
be discharged by
radioactivity
(“ionization
chamber” used
by the Curies!) 3

The Discovery of “Cosmic Radiation”
•

Many searches ... Elster & Geitel (1899), metal box; C.T.R. Wilson (1901),
railway tunnel; Wulf (1909), Eiffel tower; Gockel (1910), balloon; Pacini
(1911), lake … led to the discovery by V. Hess (1912) in a balloon up to 5000 m
– Conclusive evidence of increasing penetrating radiation with rising
altitude → extraterrestrial origin!

Space particle physics was born!

Kolhörster

Detector!

Hess, 1912
Wulf Electroscope
Xin Wu
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Nobel Prize 1936
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Going to the Stratosphere
Auguste Piccard developed a pressured aluminum cabin
– Measured cosmic rays up to the stratosphere (~16 km) in 1931
• Erich Regener extended the measurement to an altitude of 28km in 1932
with small unmanned rubber-balloons

•

Regener, 1932

Piccard 1931
Kolhörster

Xin Wu

The first manned and unmanned
DPNC, 9/11/16
“space-labs”
were born!
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“Rays” are mainly protons (1929-1940)
•
•

•

•

Kolhörster & Bothe (1929) with Geiger counters and coincidence circuits
– Dominant fraction of secondary cosmic rays were not γ-rays
Experiments on the variation with height, latitude & longitude confirmed
that cosmic rays are mainly charged particles originating from outer space
– J. Clay discovered the geomagnetic effect (1927)
• measurements between Java and Genoa
– A. Compton organized world wide survey of the
dependence on geomagnetic latitude (1931-32)
Experiments in 1933-34 (Alvarez & Compton,
Johnson, Rossi) find that the intensity of CR is
greater from the West than from the East
– Most primary cosmic rays are positively
charged particles
Balloon measurements up to 20km (M. Schein, 1940) with
Geiger counters in coincidence and absorbers
– Protons are the main component of primary radiation!
Xin Wu
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Towards Outer Space
•

•
•
•
•

While high altitude balloons experiments continues …
– Freier (1948): heavy nuclei observed at 28 km altitude using
cloud chamber and emulsion
Sputnik-1: first satellite orbiting Earth, launched Oct. 4, 1957
Sputnik-2: launched Nov. 3, 1957 carried 2 Geiger counters
– Indication of the Van Allen belt, data limited to ~700km
First US satellite (Explorer-1) launched in Jan. 1, 1958
– Discovery of the Van Allen belt with Geiger counter
Proton 1-4 (1965-1968) satellites measured particles 0.1 - 1000 TeV
– First time heavy calorimeters on satellites (Proton-4 payload 12.5 tons!)

Xin Wu

More useful
than
tons of sand!
DPNC,
9/11/16
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Fast Forward to 2016
•
•
•

Flux (>10 GeV) follows a power law F(E) E−γ, γ ~ 2.7 up to PeV (“knee”)
Up to the “knee region”: mainly balloon and satellite experiments
– Measure total flux and chemical composition
Above ~1014 eV: Extended Air Shower (ESA) experiments on ground
– Mainly measure total flux
0.1 GeV – 1.0 ZeV

0.1 GeV – 1.0 PeV

10 TeV – 0.5 ZeV

Interest region of DAMPE
and future missions
Xin Wu
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The origin of high energy cosmic
rays is still an unresolved problem!
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Why power law?
•

A power law can result from a process with energy independent acceleration
rate and energy independent escape probability
– Energy gained after each acceleration : !" ⁄" = %
– Escape probability between each acceleration : &'()
• Acceleration probability : 1 − &'()

•

In steady state, the number of particles with energy above "9 = ": 1 + % 9:
– <(" > "9 ) = < 1 accelerations + < 1 + 1 accelerations + ⋯
= <0 ∑O
NP9 1 − &'()
• Replace n with 1 =

N
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But is there such acceleration process in the Galaxy?
Xin Wu
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Fermi Acceleration and SNR
Fermi (1949) : Cosmic rays are originated and accelerated primarily in the
interstellar space of the Galaxy by collisions against moving magnetic fields
– Fermi mechanism (of 2nd order): head-on (gain) more likely than tail-end
(loss) ⟹ on average <ΔE/E> β2cloud
• Not efficient enough: Takes too long to accelerate
• Need sufficient injection (initial) energy
• Predicts power law, but not universal
• (1977-78) Similar mechanism, but more efficient, with shocks in space plasmas
– Fermi mechanism of 1st order : particle crossing back and forth of the shock
shock
front always gain energy ⟹ <ΔE/E> Δβshock
• Efficient: ~1000 years to reach 1014 eV (0.1 PeV)
• Universal power law, independent of particle energy!
– Supernova Remnants (SNRs): plausible source for
cosmic rays up to ~1015 eV
u1
u2
• Can explain the bulk of CR energy density
(~1eV/cm3) if few % of the kinetic energy released
Xin Wu
9/11/16
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goes into theDPNC,
acceleration
of protons and nuclei
a few per century
•

Pulsars, Binaries and AGNs
•

Pulsars (fast spinning, highly magnetized neutron stars resulting from SN
explosions)
_`
– Strong electric fields generated by rotating strong magnetic fields ^×" = _3
– Capable of converting rotational kinetic energy into radio emission
(observed), γ-rays (observed), cosmic rays including e+e− pairs
• Possible origin of cosmic rays in the galactic to extragalactic transition
region (1015 – 1019 eV)

•

Binaries with neutron star or pulsar
– Accretion process generates high speed particles
falling into the accretion disk, then accelerated in
rotating magnetic fields
• Acceleration to 1019 eV possible

•

Accretion disks of compact objects are commonly
associated with highly collimated relativistic jets
– Fermi acceleration in jets associated with Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN) could be the origin of
Xin Wu extragalactic cosmic rays
DPNC, 9/11/16
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Cosmic Ray Propagation in ISM
•

•

Cosmic rays diffuse through the interstellar medium (ISM)
– Random scattering with discontinuities of the interstellar magnetic fields
• Direction is isotropized; Spectrum is modified: E−γ E−γ−δ
– Interaction with ambient material in ISM (~90% H, 10% He)
• Production of secondary cosmic ray particles
• Some are mainly secondary: Li, Be, B, sub-Fe group, …
Chemical composition give unique information on sources and propagation
Secondary-to-primary
ratios e.g. B/C, are
useful to determine
propagation
parameters!

Xin Wu
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High Precision B/C from AMS-02

Interest region of DAMPE
and future missions

Xin Wu
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High precision light ion flux from AMS-02

proton

Helium

Interest region of DAMPE
and future missions

Carbon

Lithium

Xin Wu
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Also antiprotons …

E independent > 60 GeV

E independent > 60 GeV

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
From S. Schael,
talk at TevPa 2016
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Back to (Gamma-)Rays
•

Cosmic gamma-rays are predicted long before their observations
– 1948 (Feenberg & Primakoff): Inverse Compton eγ →eγ
– 1950 (Borst): Radioactive decay in supernovae
– 1952 (Hayakawa): Diffuse emission from decay of π0→γγ produced in
cosmic-ray collisions with interstellar gas
– 1952 (Hutchinson): Diffuse emission from electron bremsstrahlung in
interstellar matter

•

1961 Explorer XI: First gamma-ray pair telescope on satellite
– ~20 cosmic γ-ray photon candidates >50 MeV (Kraushaar & Clark)
• “lacking the evidence of a celestial anisotropy, only an upper-limit
measurement can be claimed”

•

1967 OSO-3: Improved pair telescope (Clark, Garmire & Kraushaar)
– 621 cosmic γ-rays >100 MeV: first all-sky map of cosmic γ-rays and first
definitive detection of γ-rays from galactic and extragalactic sources.
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Explorer XI and OSO-3
•

•

1961 Explorer XI (13.6 kg): First gamma-ray pair telescope on satellite
– Pair telescope with CsI/NaI(Tl) (1X0) and Plexiglas Cerenkov detectors
– Detect photons >50 MeV, angular resolution 20
1967 OSO-3: Improved version of Explorer XI
– Add a Tungsten NaI(Tl) “energy detector”
– Angular resolution 15

OSO-3
Xin Wu

Explorer XI

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Age of Spark Chambers: SAS-2, COS-B, EGRET
•

•
•
•

High energy ( 50 MeV) gamma ray astronomy became an important part of
space science programs: angular resolution is the key!
– 70’- 90’: Age of Spark Chambers: angular resolution a few degrees
SAS-2 (1972): first dedicated gamma-ray mission
– 6 months of operation, ~10k photons
COS-B (1975): first science mission of ESA, dedicated to γ-ray astronomy
– ~7 years of operation, ~200k photons
CGRO/EGRET (1991): ~9 years of operation, ~1M photons

Xin Wu
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EGRET
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Age of Silicon detector: AGILE, FERMI, DAMPE
•

•
•

Silicon µ-strip detector improves the angular resolution by 1-2 orders of
magnitude w.r.t. spark chambers
– Profit from the Si vertex detector technology for colliders in the 1990’s
Integrated Tungsten converter plates into a tracker
– γ converts in W plate to e+e− that are detected in subsequent Si detectors
Successfully used in AGILE, Fermi/LAT and DAMPE
AGILE (2007)

Fermi/LAT (2008)

40
Xin Wu

40 cm2

150
DPNC, 9/11/16

150 cm2

DAMPE (2015)

80

80 cm2
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Gamma-Ray All-Sky Map (E>50 MeV)
SAS-2, 1972-1973, ~11k photons

COS-B, 1975-1982, ~200k photons

EGRET, 1990-1998, ~1.1M photons

Xin Wu

FERMI, 2008 – (2013), ~43 M photons

DPNC, 9/11/16

(Casandjian, ICRC 2013)
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Dark Matter search with gamma rays
•
•

Search for monochromatic lines or excess over background
– χχ→γγ, γZ, γH or χχ→ SM particles → γ + …
A few excitements with Fermi data in the past few years
– 133 GeV line at the Galactic Center (gone!)
– Small excess with 25 dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies (gone!)
Fermi-LAT Coll. PRD91 (2015)2002
– GeV excess from Inner Galaxy

Fermi-LAT Coll. Apj 819:44 2016 4 different
Interstellar
Emission Models

Fermi, 5.8-yrs data

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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How about cosmic-ray electrons?
•

High energy cosmic-ray electrons were proposed in 1950-51 (Alfvén &
Herlofson, Kiepenheuer, Ginzbourg) to explained the observed galactic radio
emission via synchrotron radiation

•

1960: Frist evidences (~0.5 GeV) in 2 balloon experiments, with multi-plate
cloud chamber (Earl) and with NaI/scintillator counters (Meyer & Vogt)

•

1963: Frist positron/electron ratio measurement (0.1 – 1 GeV) with magnet
in balloon experiments
– Measurements with magnetic spectrometers
continues with balloon and satellites,
accumulated in the high precision data of AMS-02
– Also many measurements on total flux done
detectors without B field

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Total Electron Spectrum and Positron Ratio
•

•
•

Electron and positron can be both primary and secondary
– Primary: EM cascade in pulsar magnetic field and through pion
production in shock acceleration (pulsar, SNR), or DM
– Secondary: CR interaction with Interstellar medium
Low rate → sensitive to new physics
Lost of energy (synchrotron radiation & IC) → ~TeV from nearby sources
Pulsar or DM?

Xin Wu

TeV region is very interesting,
better energy resolution will help!
DPNC, 9/11/16
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A new round of (space) race …
•

Next generation of space astroparticle experiments
– Bigger, better, or new ideas!

•

High energy astroparticle space missions are becoming “all purpose” particle
physics experiments
– Cosmic ray physics, DM search, gamma-ray astronomy
• All at the same time
– Photon, electron, proton and heavy ions
• all measured with the same payload
– Several new missions have been launched, approved or in planning
• Launched: CALET(2015), DAMPE (2015.12)
• Approved to launch: ISS-CREAM (2017)
• In planning: GAMMA-400(~2021?), HERD (~2022?)

•

Specialized missions/long duration balloon flights are still very competitive
– γ-rays: POGO+, POLAR, COSI, GRAINE, PANGU/e-Astrogam/ComPair, …
– CR: JEM-EUSO, SuperTIGER, DPNC,
GAPS,
…
Xin Wu
9/11/16
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DAMPE

Launched December 17 2015

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Scientific objectives of DAMPE
Detection of 1 GeV - 10 TeV e/γ, 100 GeV - 100 TeV cosmic
rays with excellent energy resolution, direction
reconstruction (γ) and charge measurement
•

High energy particle detection in space
– Measure the high energy cosmic electron and gamma spectra and
search for Dark Matter signatures
– Study of cosmic ray spectrum and composition
– High energy gamma ray astronomy

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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The DAMPE detector
Plastic Scintillator Detector (PSD)
Silicon-Tungsten Tracker (STK)
BGO Calorimeter (BGO)
Neutron Detector (NUD)

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Thick imaging calorimeter (BGO of 32 X0 )
Precise tracking with Si strip detectors (STK)
Tungsten photon converters in tracker (STK)
Charge measurements with PSD and STK
Extra hadron rejection with NUD

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

high energy γ-ray,
electron and cosmic
ray telescope
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The DAMPE detector in real

EQM, Oct. 2014, CERN

Integrated satellite, Sept. 2015, Shanghai

Weight : 1450/1850 kg (payload/satellite)
Power: 300/500 W (payload/satellite)
Readout channels: 75,916 (STK 73,728)
Size: 1.2m x 1.2 m x 1.0 m
Data rate: 16 GB/day
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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The DAMPE Collaboration
• China
– Purple Mountain Observatory, CAS, Nanjing
– University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei
– Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS, Beijing
– Institute of Modern Physics, CAS, Lanzhou
– National Space Science Center, CAS, Beijing
• Switzerland
– University of Geneva, Switzerland
• Italy
– INFN Perugia and University of Perugia
– INFN Bari and University of Bari
– INFN Lecce and University of Salento
Xin Wu
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Expected electron flux, 3 years
DAMPE 3 years, projection

Detection of 1 GeV - 10 TeV e/γ, 100 GeV - 100 TeV cosmic
rays with excellent energy resolution, direction
reconstruction (γ) and charge measurement

5 TeV
Xin Wu
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Expected Proton and nuclei flux, 3 years
proton

helium

B/C

p to Fe

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Plastic Scintillator Detector (PSD)
•

2 layers (x, y) of strips 1 cm thick, 2.8 cm wide and 88.4 cm long. Sensitive
area 82.5 cm x 82.5 cm, no dead zone
– Strip staggered by 0.8 cm

•

Readout both ends with PMT, use two
dynode signals (factor ~40) to extend
the dynamic range

•

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

Expected performance
– Position resolution ~6 mm
– Charge resolution 0.25 (Z=1)
– Dynamic range Z = 1 – 26
– Efficiency for MIP: >0.9975
32

Silicon-Tungsten Tracker (STK)
Responsibility of the
European institutes
•
•
•
•

Xin Wu

Outer envelop 1.12m x 1.12m x 25.2 cm
Detection area 76 x 76 cm2
Total weight: 154.8 Kg
Total power consumption: ~85W

DPNC, 9/11/16

Sunday April 18th 2015
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The STK Structure
•

•

•
•

Xin Wu

12 layers (6x, 6y) of single-sided Si strip
detector mounted on 7 support trays
– Tray: carbon fiber face sheet with
Al honeycomb core
Tungsten plates (1mm thick) integrated
in trays 2, 3, 4 (from the top)
– Total 0.85 X0 for photon conversion
8 readout boards on 4 sides
4 Al corners to align and support the 7
tracker trays

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Silicon ladder and layers
CFRP plate Top

768 silicon sensors
95 x 95 x 0.32 mm3

Al honeycomb

Silicon detectors
CFRP frame
Tungsten plates
CFRP plate bottom

192 ladders
Si strips with
121 μm pitch

VA140 (front end chip)

1,152 ASICs: Analog Readout of every other strip
Xin Wu

73,728 channels

DPNC, 9/11/16

12 layers, 6-x and 6-y
35

2 years of intensive effort at DPNC

A great success thanks
Wu
toXinevery
one involved!
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BGO Calorimeter (BGO)
•

14-layer BGO hodoscope, 7 x-layers + 7 y-layers
– BGO bar 2.5cm 2.5cm x 60cm, readout both ends with PMT
• Use 3 dynode (2, 5, 8) signals to extend the dynamic range
– Charge readout: VA160 with dynamic range up to 12 pC
Detection area 60cm 60cm
X Layer (22 BGO bars)

Y Layer

14 Layers

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

Total thickness 32 X0
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Neutron Detector (NUD)
•

4 large area boron-doped plastic scintillators ( 30 cm 30 cm 1 cm)
– Detect the delayed thermal neutron capture signal to help e/h separation
– Gating circuit to detect delayed signal with a settable delay (0-20µs) after
the trigger from the BGO

10

7

n + B → α + Li + γ
Xin Wu
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On-ground calibration
•

Many weeks at the CERN PS and SPS beams from Oct. 2012 – Nov. 2015 (EQM)
– Plus many cosmic muon data (FM)

Oct. 2012

Xin Wu

March 2015

Nov. 2014

Nov. 2015

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Energy linearity and resolution
0.2
0.18

Simulation

0.16

Resolution (σE/E)

RecEnergy (GeV)

102

Beamtest Data

0.14

BeamTest Data: σE =0.0078 ±0.0001⊕0.0586 ±0.0004
E
Simulation:
σE =0.0073 ±0.0001⊕0.0618 ±0.0006
E

0.12

10

0.1

0.08

0.89% at 243 GeV

0.06

1

0.04
0.02

10−1 −1
10

102
1
10
IncidentEnergy (GeV)

10−1

1

102
10
RecEnergy(GeV)

Good linearity and resolution,
agree with full detector simulation
Xin Wu
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Successfully launched on Dec. 17 2015!
•
•
•
•
•

Altitude: 500 km
Inclination: 97.4065
Period: 95 minutes
Orbit: sun-synchronous
Pointing precision 0.005

•
•
•
•
Xin Wu

Dec. 20: all detectors powered on,
except the HV for PMTs
Dec. 24: HV on!
Dec. 30: stable trigger condition
Smooth operation since!
DPNC, 9/11/16
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Particle hit counts vs orbit

•
•
Xin Wu

15 orbits/day
~50 Hz average trigger rate
– Main high energy trigger and prescaled low energy and MIP triggers
DPNC, 9/11/16
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Number of events recorded per day
Statistics of Events
Events per day

3

6000 ×10

Fine DAC runs

STK const. upload
5000

4000

3000

2000

All Statistics
HET Trigger
HET Trigger W/O SAA

Mostly stable data-taking since
Dec. 30, 2 weeks after launch!

1000
01-01

03-02

05-02

07-02

08-31
Date

•
Xin Wu

~5 M events recorded per day, trigger rate very stable
– ~3.5 M are high energy (efficiency turn-on ~2-10 GeV) triggers
DPNC, 9/11/16
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PSD charge measurement
H
He

C
Li Be

B

On-Orbit data
(2 months)

O
N

Ne Mg Si
S

Ar Ca Ti Sr

Fe

PSD low gain readout

Effected charge

Quenching effect
Xin Wu

TevPa, CERN, 12-16/09/16
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STK charge measurement
•

STK charge measurement : need to correct for floating strip readout
scheme, also the saturation effect for high Z (>8)

Good resolution at low Z
Xin Wu

TevPa, CERN, 12-16/09/16
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BGO MIP calibration
<0.5% MIP scale stability achieved!

MIP scale stability Jan. 1 – Oct 30

Temperature:
• Short term very stable
– day to day change (<<1o C )
• Long term variation 8o C
BGO temperature Dec 24 – Sept. 10

Temperature (anti)
correlated with orbit angle

Earth shadow

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Thermal Stability of the STK
Ave. radiator temperature since launch

Ave. Si ladder temperature since launch

Earth shadow

•
•
•
•
•

Xin Wu

Day to day variation much less than 1
STK is constantly 10 higher than the radiators
Max. monthly variation ~2.5
Max. variation since launch ~6
Max. difference between ladders ~2

The thermal management system for
73k readout channels
works very well!
DPNC, 9/11/16
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Layer 3

Achieved ~40 µm intrinsic position resolution after
on-orbit alignment
– Good agreement with perfect aligned MC and
test beam measurements
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Xin Wu

Monthly update of alignment is sufficient!
DPNC, 9/11/16
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Entries

STK noise: Nov. 3 vs on-ground
Entries

73728

Noise comparison
4

10

On-ground (Shanghai), Nov. 6, 2015
On-orbit, Nov. 3, 2016

303 channels (0.41%) noise > 5

3

10

223 channels (0.30%) noise > 5
102

98 channels (0.13%) noise > 10
91 channels (0.12%) noise > 10

10

1
102
Noise [ADC]

10

•

Noise improved because of lower temperature in space and stabilization
– Bulk of noise ~2.8 ADC (vs 3 ADC on ground)

Good performance on-orbit and on-ground!
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Noise categories since 30/12 (stable trigger condition)
450

0.6

Number of Channels

350

Dec. 30 - Nov. 3
(1 PED run per day)

0.5

300

0.4

250
0.3
200
150

0.2

Fraction of Total [%]

noise>5 ADC
10>noise>5 ADC
noise>10 ADC

400

100

Jan

Feb
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May

Jun

Jul

150
Noise Runs

200

Aug

Sep Oct

0.1

50
0

0

•

Xin Wu

50

100

250

0

300

Detector started in good shape, and steadily improving
– Mainly stabilization, also temperature effect
– In space silicon detector can actually improves with time!
DPNC, 9/11/16
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Evolution of average noise : bulk and noisy channels
2.88

19

2.87

average noise of all channels with noise < 5 ADC

18

average noise of all channels with noise > 5 ADC

Dec. 30 2015 - Nov. 03 2016

17

Dec. 30 2015 - Nov. 3 2016

2.86

2.85

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

2.84

2.83

Average Noise

Average Noise

16
15

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

150
Noise Runs

200

Aug
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14
13
12

2.82
11
2.81

2.8

10

0

•

•

50

100

150
Noise Runs

200

250

300

9

0

Bulk of noise correlated with temperature •
– Very small temperature coefficient
• ~0.01 ADC per 2
Simplification for operation
– data compression thresholds updated
only once on Feb. 22, using average
noise of Feb. 13-17
Xin Wu
DPNC, 9/11/16
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100

250

300

Noisy channels stabilized to lower
noise values
– very small temperature effect
Range of variation (0.3 ADC)
more precise than the on-board
pedestal calculation (2 ADC)!
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MIP tracking efficiency

MIP tracking efficiency
1.01

DAMPE Preliminary

January 1 - Sepetember 13

1
0.99
0.98

Proton
0.97
0.96
0.95

Helium

Efficiency >99%, stable over time
MC with identical selection: ~99.5%

0.94
0.93
0

50

100

150

200

250

Days since 01/01/2016

•

Use a sample of proton and helium MIP events
– No showering before the first 6 layers of BGO
– Selection based on PSD and BGO quantities only
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

The tracker is in
excellent condition!
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Entries

Raw energy distribution, data of 3 month
107

DAMPE Preliminary
3 months of data (May-July 2016)

6

10

All events
Not in SAA
High E trigger
Low E trigger
MIP trigger

5

10

104
3

10

102
10
1 -1
10

•

1

10

102

3

10

104

BGO total energy [GeV]

~465 M events for 3 months!
– ~9.4% in SAA, mainly <1 GeV
– Bulk of data collected by high E trigger, efficient for > 10 GeV
– Also collect large amount of low E (for γ) and MIP (for calibration) data

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
Caution: raw visible
energy and raw counts!
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Entries

Raw energy distribution, with fiducial cut
6

10

With fiducial cut

•

DAMPE Preliminary
9 months of data (Jan-Sept 2016)

5

10

High E trigger
104

3

10

102

10

1
102

data of 9 months
3

10

104

A few >100 TeV (raw) events observed
5

10

6

10

BGO total energy [GeV]

• ~200k TeV (raw) events/year
• ~250 >50 TeV (raw) events/year
Xin Wu

Simple fiducial cuts
– Direction reconstructed in
BGO points to the top of
the BGO and PSD
– BGO bar with highest
energy is at least 2 bars
away from the 4 sides

DPNC, 9/11/16

Mostly p and nuclei, for
high energy CR physics
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Entries

Do we see electrons/photons?
DAMPE Preliminary

Simple lateral shower shape
variable: rEcore37 = ratio of
energy in 3 bars/7 bars
around the shower axis

3 months of data (May-July 2016)
fiducial cut
fiducial cut and raw E>10 GeV

6

10

PRELIMINARY
5

data of 3 months

10

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

rCore37

•

~24 M events in fitted e/γ signal (2σ)
in full energy range
– ~2.2 M events in e/γ signal region
above 10 GeV
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

Will collect ~9 M e/γ with
energy >10 GeV per year!
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Entries

Add longitudinal shower shape cut
DAMPE Preliminary
3 months of data (May-July 2016)

Simple longitudinal shower
shape variable: rElongi20 =
ratio of energy in shower
max+20 X0 to total energy

with rElongi20>0.9 cut

fiducial cut
fiducial cut and raw E>10 GeV

6

10

PRELIMINARY

5

10

data of 3 months

0.7

•

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

~24 M events in fitted signal e/γ (2σ)
in full energy range
– ~2.2 M events in e/γ signal region
above 10 GeV
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

1

rCore37

Signal stable, s/b improved
But the challenge
is at high energy!
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High energy electrons/photons
Entries

16000

DAMPE Preliminary

with rElongi20>0.9 cut

14000

9 months of data (Jan-Sept 2016)

raw enegy > 100 GeV

12000

fiducial cut
fiducial cut and track matched

data of 9 months

10000
8000
6000
4000

Require a matching
track within 10

2000
0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

rCore37

•

Xin Wu

~52k events in fitted signal (2σ) with E>100 GeV in 9 months
– Signal stable with track match cut, s/b improved
– Assume γ = 2.7, >450 events above 1 TeV in 1 year

More powerful methods exploiting the full detector
capability, and with ML DPNC,
algorithms,
are being developed
9/11/16
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Gamma rays observed!
DAMPE 165 days
E > 1GeV
Counts / (0.5 )2 pixel
σθ ≈ 0.2 @ 3 GeV

Geminga
Vela

Crab

FERMI 5 years
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

E > 1GeV
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Conclusions on DAMPE
•

•

•
•

DAMPE is a powerful space telescope for high energy electron, γ-ray, and
cosmic rays, in operation!
– Detector has been well calibrated before launch
On-orbit commissioning has completed
– A short commissioning period thanks to the robust detector technologies
and the high quality of construction
Smooth continues and a large amount of good quality data is being collected
First pass calibration and event reconstruction software is in place
– Electrons, gamma rays and nuclei are observed
– TeV particle identification in space is a new challenge and dedicated
algorithms are being developed

Please stay tuned for exciting results from DAMPE,
hopefully very soon!
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Perspective of future missions
•

•
•

Astroparticle physics and high energy astrophysics is in a “golden” era with a
series of very successful and long-running space and ground based
experiments (eg. PAMELA, Fermi, AMS-02, H.E.S.S, Auger, IceCube, …)
– The multi-messenger/multi-wavelength/multi-platform approach is
opening up new possibilities in observation and discovery
– The hot topics are still: Dark Matter, comic ray origin, antimatter
The future of ground-based observation is very bright with approved new
projects (CTA, LHASSO) and proposed projects (KM3NeT, IceCube Gen2, …)
Need complementary future space missions
– Direct cosmic ray detection: getting to the “knee” (HERD, …)
– Close the gamma-ray “MeV” gap (PANGU/e-ASTROGAM, …)
– Antimatter and DM search with antiparticles > TeV (ALADINO, …)

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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HERD: High Energy Radiation Detection facility
Next generation high energy particle detector on
board the Chinese Space Station
– Advance the frontiers of DM search, cosmic-ray
physics and γ-ray astronomy
– Similar to DAMPE, but with larger acceptance
• LYSO cube 3D imaging calorimeter
• Silicon tracker, with W converters
• Anti-coincidence detector (TOF?)
• Charge measurements
– 5-side sensitive!
• Reach a few m2sr for cosmic ray
composition study in the knee region
– Payload ~2000 kg, launch 2022, lifetime ~10
years

•

•

On board the Chinese
Space Station, 2022

HERD 3nd International Workshop
Dec. 2-3, 2013, Beijing

International proto-collaboration
formed: China, Switzerland, Italy,
Sweden, Russia, …
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Expected HERD (2 years) Proton and He Spectra
Hörandel model as HERD input
Only statistical error

Protons

He

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Coverage of γ-ray sky survey sensitivity
J. Knödlseder, C.R. Physique 17 (2016) 663-678

DAMPE/HERD fill the
”TeV” gap between
Fermi and MAGIC/CTA

MeV

GeV

There is also a ”MeV” gap rich in
Xin
Wu
physics
that need to be covered! DPNC, 9/11/16

TeV

PeV

PANGU/eASTROGAM
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Photon interaction in the M-gap region
•

Photon detection: need both Compton scattering and Pair production
– Compton: 0.1 – 10 MeV, Pair : >10 MeV (in silicon)
– Very small cross sections (4 -5 orders from keV)!
6

10

2 keV

5

Cross Section (barn/atom)

10

Photon Cross Section for Silicon
(data extracted from NIST database)

104

The “M”-gap sits across the
Compton/Pair “fault line”!

σp.e

0.1 – 20 MeV

3

10

>20 MeV

102

Low interaction rate!
2 interaction types!

σRayleigh
10
1

σCompton

σpair,nucl.

10-1
10-2 -3
10

σpair,e
10-2

10-1

1

10

102

3

10

104

5

10

Photon Energy (MeV)
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Compton vs Pair detection
•

Compton regime
– Require excellent 3D-point resolution and energy resolution
• Event reconstruction with 2 points and 2 energy measurements!
cos ϕ = 1−

•

me
me
+
Eγ Eγ − Ee

Pair regime: tracking resolution is most important
– Dominated by Multiple Scattering effect in
the “M”-gap region
! x $* material thickness
13.6
x '
σθ =
z
)1+ 0.038ln # &,
βp
x0 (
" x0 %+ (in radiation length)
p in MeV

– detector layer thickness is the key factor
Difficult to be truly optimal in both
regimes across the gap with one detector
MEGA, 350 kg
Xin Wu
Kanbach,
G. et al., 2005,NIM A 541, 310

DPNC, 9/11/16
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PANGU: PAir-productioN Gamma-ray Unit
•

Innovative concept for ESA-CAS Small Mission Call (~60 kg, ~65W)
– Unprecedented angular resolution in 10 MeV - few GeV range,
with polarimeter capability

•

Primary science goals
– Characterization of galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays
– Particle acceleration in compact objects
– Cosmology and fundamental physics (including DM search)

100 cm

PANGU 6 months (simulation) vs Fermi 4 years of data of the Cygnus region
PANGU

Xin Wu

Fermi

DPNC, 9/11/16
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PANGU: Detector Concept
•

All-silicon, tracker-only: Aim for best PSF!
– Single-sided Strip detector (SSSD) of 150 µm thick
– No calorimeter because of weight limitation
– Energy measurement rely multiple scattering (event topology, DL)
• Need good angular resolution ⟹ good position resolution and long
lever arm
50 cm

x
y

PSF

2 mm
15 mm

100 cm

90 cm

y
x
x
y

100 layer SSSD
0.16X0 total
~12% conv. prob

Xin Wu

MCS
40 cm

DPNC, 9/11/16
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PANGU: Focusing on the pair regime
•

•

First proposed for the ESA-CAS Joint Mission Call
– Fit the stringent technical boundary conditions: payload 60 kg, 65 W, TRL 6
• Keep the excellent angular resolution and polarimetry capability
• Compromise on sensitive area and FOV
– Highly ranked in the ESA-CAS technical and scientific reviews, but not
selected
Same payload concept has been prepared for a M mission
– Scale up the size by a factor of 4, sensitivity increased by a factor of 2
– Very large FoV, covering ~36% of sky
• Possible to double the FoV with two-end observation
– Become a all-sky monitor
• Or add thin calorimeter on one end to improve energy resolution
– Decided not to submit to M5, join force with e-ASTROGAM
• At the same time look for other mission possibilities

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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e-ASTROGAM: science objectives
•

•

•

Xin Wu

Processes at the heart of the
extreme Universe
– Time resolved spectroscopy and
polarimetry in the MeV-GeV
band of compact objects
The origin and impact of highenergy particles on galaxy evolution,
from cosmic rays to antimatter
– Diffused and line emissions in
the GC; 511 keV line; DM search
Nucleosynthesis and the chemical
enrichment of our Galaxy
– Good line sensitivity for isotope
studies: 56Co, 44Ti, 22Na, 16Ca, …

ESA M5: launch ~2029
Selection for study (≤3): June 2017
Down selection: November 2019 69
DPNC, 9/11/16

e-ASTROGAM: fill the full gap
High Galactic latitude

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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e-ASTROGAM: instrument concept
AC: segmented AC and bottom TOF
• AC: top (9 tiles) + 4 sides (14 tiles)
total 5.2 m2; fiber+SiPM readout
• TOF: 2 layers 50 cm apart, 300 ps
resolution

Tracker: 4 towers of double sided Si strip detector
• 56 layers/tower, 5x5 DSSD/layer, 2D bonding
• DSSD: ~10x10cm2, 0.5mm thick, 240 µm pitch,
2x384 strips → total 860k channels
• total 2.8 cm Si → 40% Compton prob. @ 1MeV

DPNC co-leads the tracker
Xin Wu
development (if selected!)

Calo: 23X23 of CsI(Tl) modules
• 8x8 bars/module, each 5x5mm2x8cm
total 33,856 bars
• Si drift detector (SDD) readout from
both ends
FWHM ~4.5% at 662 keV
DPNC, 9/11/16 •
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Conclusions
• It is important to push for future space missions which are
needed for isotope composition measurements at the knee, for
DM and antimatter search, and to fill the MeV gap!
• Historically discoveries in cosmic rays in 1910-1950 led to the
development of particle physics (and particle accelerators)
– Positron (1932), muon (1936), charged pion (1947) and many
initial members of the “particle zoo” in 1950’s: K, Λ, Σ, Ξ, …
Maybe new discoveries in astroparticle
physics in 2020’s will provide indications of
new physics beyond the Standard Model?

Thank you for your time!
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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STK mechanical stability
2

Relative position change (µm)

1.5
1
0.5
0
−0.5
−1
−1.5

2
−2

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

Relative position change (µm)

1.5Jan-01 Jan-31 Mar-01 Mar-31 Apr-30 May-30 Jun-29 Jul-29 Aug-28
Date

1
0.5
0
−0.5
−1
−1.5

•
•

−2

0 y tray7
0 x tray6
1 y tray6
1 x tray5
2 y tray5
2 x tray4
3 y tray4
3 x tray3
4 y tray3
4 x tray2
5 y tray2
5 x tray1
0 y tray7
0 x tray6
1 y tray6
1 x tray5
2 y tray5
2 x tray4
3 y tray4
3 x tray3
4 y tray3
4 x tray2
5 y tray2
5 x tray1

2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016 2016
Jan-01 Jan-31 Mar-01 Mar-31 Apr-30 May-30 Jun-29 Jul-29 Aug-28

Mechanical stability is vey important for a tracker
– STK stability is monitored by alignment constants
Negligible movement in x-y since launch, very small movement in z
– Max. ~25µm in Z-direction, no effect on tracking efficiency
– Some level of correlation with temperature
Date

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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Fill part of the gap and focus on GC
Indicative PANGU 1 yr point source sensitivity, scaled from Fermi Pass 7 sensitivities
sensitivity ∝

PSF
A⋅T

One-sided
observation only

Fermi Pass 7

10 MeV

1 GeV

PANGU improves significantly the sensitivity in 10 – 1000 GeV in the
Xin Wu
dense GC regionDPNC,
for9/11/16
extragalactic sources
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Scientific Objectives of PANGU
•

•

•

Galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays
– sub-GeV spectra of cosmic ray sources: SNR, superbubbles, novae,
Fermi bubbles, Galactic wind … ⟹ pion decay signature
– Identify and measure UHECR sources: AGN, highly magnetized pulsars
Particle acceleration in compact objects
– Resolve the confused sources in the inner Galaxy and Galactic Centre
– Polarisation measurement of the Crab flares, black holes, binaries,
blazars, GRBs
– Solar flares and terrestrial gamma ray flashes
Cosmology and fundamental physics
– Search for DM in sub-GeV range
– EM counterpart of GW
– Probe birefringence effect in quantum gravity, baryon asymmetry in
early Universe, evaporation of primordial black holes

Wide range of topics of galactic and extragalactic astronomy
and fundamental
physics
Xin Wu
DPNC, 9/11/16
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incidence angle

1000

cos(θ) > 0.975 (normal)
45°

800

60°
70°

600

0.4

6
Spherical surface generation
Acceptance

0.35

5

Field of view

0.3
4

0.25
0.2

3

0.15

400

•

1

0.05
0

•

2

0.1

200
0

Field of view [sr]

1200

Acceptance [m2sr]

Effective Area [cm2]

Effective Area, Acceptance and Field of View

10

102

103
Energy [MeV]

>50 MeV, off-axis larger because of
more effective material
<50 MeV, off-axis smaller because of
larger pair open angle

Xin Wu

•

10

102

103
Energy [MeV]

0

Field of View defined as acceptance
divided by the on-axis effective area
– FoV >4.5 sr for > 50 MeV ⟹ 36% of
the sky can be observed with an
effective area ≥ the on-axis ones
– x2 if both end used for observation

Opening up new possibilities with all-sky survey capability
DPNC, 9/11/16
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10

PSF [deg]

PSF [deg]

Point Spread Function (PSF)
Normal incidence
cos(θ) > 0.975

10

68% PSF

68% PSF

incidence angle
0° - 12.8°
45°
60°
70°

95% PSF

1
1

10-1

10-1
10

•

•

102

103
Energy [MeV]

On-axis 68% PSF 1˚ @100 MeV, 5x better •
than Fermi
– ~2x the kinematic limit!
Excellent 95% PSF over the full range
because of thin silicon layers
– High efficiency of high precision events
Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16

10

102

103
Energy [MeV]

Excellent PSF all the way to large angles
– PSF only worsen by 10-20% for 45-65 ˚
incidence angles
– Excellent for wide-field observations
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e-ASTROGAM angular and energy resolution

Xin Wu

DPNC, 9/11/16
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